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I experienced profound grief when my daughter feels loneliness and can't
understand her grandmother because she of language differences so with my
husband. The diversity of cultures plays an impact in the caring for the family.

As a carer I feel that my role is deeply engrained, conflict comes as feelings of
resentment between husband and mother and granddaughter to parent. Most of
the domesticated tasks has to be shared which I am not certain as health wise he
is not a hundred percent well either as we are both on our senior year and he's
way ahead of me. What happens to the person I am caring for when I get sick?

As a carer I need help in the pursuit of excellence in caring as well as a quality of
life for our family as we are getting older. I need a relative reliever my niece or
my sister or any relative as long as who understands Mom's lingo and
personality.

I need free training to continue my nursing career or further studies as to
divertional therapies.
I need to have a break and spend time with my family.
I need discounted petrol costs in every journey as part of caring going to health
centers, hospitals,etc.
I need exercise and gymnastic facilities on a discounted basis to families who
cares.
I need assistance in caring on a 24 hour basis as when I get sick preferably a
relative who knows my parent well.

The government can help carers by
••• Providing health services readily tactful in attending to peoples needs as

to treatment and medical attention and free medications as health is
wealth.

••• Providing carers free continuing education to update their skills.
• Providing free relaxation and respite services or on discounted rates
••• Each family should at least have one or two relative here to help them in

family needs and not some have all their family while others didn't even
have one around in times of need which is essential. Caring is a
demanding job and feeling of depression and exhaustion is adamant.

• Increase more relaxation and fitness centres for carers and clientele.
• Giving them incentives for their caring role in the family, community as

well.

Thank you for taking my views into consideration as part of the Committee's
inquiry. I look forward to reviewing any recommendations you make to improve
life to carers in Australia.

Yours sincerely,

Evangelina 

Phone:  4July2008




